
Operators will need to 
comply with the limits of 
validity specified in the 
airworthiness limitations 
as early as July 2013.
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Understanding the  
new Widespread Fatigue 
damage rule

on Jan. 14, 2011, a new Faa rule (14 code 
of Federal regulations [cFr] 26 Subpart c) 
became effective requiring airplane manu
facturers to make available service actions 
necessary to preclude the onset of WFd 
and to establish operational limits, known 
as limits of validity (LoV), of the mainte
nance program that effectively define an 
airplane’s usable life. it is important that 
operators become familiar with the rule  
so they can prepare for changes to air
worthiness limitations that will limit how 
long an air plane may be operated in terms 
of flight cycles or flight hours. 

This article describes boeing’s approach 
to complying with the new rule and its 
impact on operators of boeing airplanes 

throughout the world. it addresses the 
imminent future changes to airworthi ness 
limitations, how those changes were 
developed, and how boeing will assist 
operators with rule compliance.

About wFD

WFd in an airplane’s structure is defined  
as the simultaneous presence of cracks at 
multiple locations that are of sufficient size 
and density that the structure will no longer 
meet required damage tolerance and will 
not maintain required residual strength after 
partial structural failure (see fig. 1). The risk 
of WFd onset increases as airplanes are 

operated well past their original design 
objectives in flight cycles or flight hours. 

because of the increased difficulty of 
identifying all of the necessary service 
actions and the inability of nondestructive 
inspections to reliably detect small cracks 
associated with the development of a WFd 
condition, airplane manufacturers, opera
tors, and regulatory authorities have worked 
together to address WFd in aging airplanes. 
The result was the creation of the LoV 
concept that effectively establishes the life 
limit on an airplane based on when the 
existing fatigue test evidence is no longer 
sufficient to reliably predict structural 
behavior (see “Sources of fatigue test 
evidence” on page 6).

The development of widespread fatigue damage (WFd) in airplane structure is a concern 
for older airplanes. The U.S. Federal aviation administration (Faa) has published a rule that 
will limit the commercial usage of older airplanes, requiring service actions to preclude the 
onset of WFd and retirement.

by Amos w. Hoggard, Technical Fellow (retired), aging airplane Safety rule/Widespread Fatigue damage Program, and 

Stephen R. Johnson, aging airplane Safety rule/Widespread Fatigue damage Program manager, chief Structures engineer
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DeFining LoV

The LoV represents an operational limit 
based on fatigue test evidence that sup
ports the maintenance program. The Faa 
defines the LoV as “the period of time (in 
flight cycles, flight hours, or both) up to 
which it has been demonstrated by test 
evidence, analysis and, if available, service 
experience and teardown inspections, that 
widespread fatigue damage will not occur in 
the airplane structure.” it is further defined 
as the point in the structural life of an air
plane at which there is significantly increased 
risk of uncertainties in structural perfor
mance and probable development of WFd.

once the airworthiness limitations con
taining the LoV are approved by the Faa, an 
airplane may not operate beyond the LoV.

ActionS RequiReD oF AiRpLAne 
mAnuFActuReRS AnD opeRAtoRS

The Faa’s WFd rule specifies actions that 
are required of airplane manufacturers  
and operators.

manufacturers must: 

■■ develop and make available an LoV as 
an airworthiness limitation according  
to a modelspecific schedule contained 
in the rule.

■■ Provide any service bulletins required  
to preclude the development of WFd  
up to the LoV and publish those service 
bulletins in accordance with an Faa
approved binding schedule.

operators must: 

■■ incorporate mandatory service actions 
into their maintenance programs.

■■ adopt the LoV values provided by the 
manufacturer or, should the manufacturer 
not provide a LoV, adopt the Faa default 
LoV values by a date specified in the rule. 

■■ Have a plan to stop operation of air
planes under Parts 121 and 129 when 
the airplanes reach the LoV.

The Faa rule requires the manufacturer 
and the operator to comply by certain  
dates depending on the requirement in 
effect concerning damage tolerance 
(14 cFr  25.571) when the airplane was 
originally certified (see fig. 2).

Sources of fatigue 
test evidence
The establishment of the LoV is based 
on the fatigue test evidence held  
by the manufacturer. Sources of this 
information include:

1. Fullscale fatigue test. 

2. Fullscale component tests. 

3. Teardown and refurbishment of a 
hightime airplane.

4. Less than fullscale component tests.

5. Statistical fleetproven life techniques.

6. evaluation of inservice problems/test 
data experienced by this model or 
other airplanes with similar design 
concepts.

7. analysis methods that have been 
parametrically developed to reflect 
fatigue test and service experience.

Figure 1: widespread fatigue damage (wFD)
The cracks on this lap splice are an example of WFd.

Fatigue cracks
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Figure 2: boeing compliance schedule
boeing will provide amended airworthiness limitations containing limits of validity (LOV) to the Faa for each airplane model by the dates shown on this 
compliance schedule.

Jan. 14, 2011

rule effective

Jan. 14, 2011

rule effective

July 14, 2013

operators incorporate 
airworthiness limitations 
containing LoV into their 
maintenance programs.

July 14, 2012, LoV and 
binding Service bulletin 

Schedule

727, 737100/200/ 
300/400/500, 

747100/200/300, dc8, 
dc9, md80, dc10

Jan. 14, 2015, LoV and binding Service bulletin Schedule

nextgeneration 737, 747400/400 domestic/400 
Freighter/400 boeing converted Freighter/ 

400 Large cargo Freighter, 757, 767, 
777200/300, md10, md11, md90, 717

Jan. 14, 2016

operators incorporate 
airworthiness limitations 
containing LoV into their 
maintenance programs.

Jan. 14, 2011

rule effective

Jan. 14, 2017

operators incorporate 
airworthiness limitations 
containing LoV into their 
maintenance programs.

Jan. 14, 2016, LoV and binding Service bulletin Schedule

777200 Long range/300 extended range/Freighter, 
7478, 787

group 1 Airplanes The first group of airplanes affected are those certified prior to 14 cFr 25 amendment 45.

18 months 12 months

group 2 Airplanes The second group of airplanes affected are those certified between 14 cFr 25 amendment 45 and 95.

48 months 12 months

group 3 Airplanes The third group includes all airplanes certified to 14 cFr 25 amendment 96 or greater.

60 months 12 months

 manufacturer action

 Operator action
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SeRVice buLLetin ActionS to 
pRecLuDe tHe onSet oF wFD up  
to tHe LoV

as part of rule compliance, boeing is 
required to identify WFdsusceptible areas 
for both the asdelivered structure and any 
structure that required modification by an 
airworthiness directive (ad). boeing also 
must predict which of the identified WFd
susceptible areas will develop WFd prior  
to when the LoV is reached and provide 
service bulletin actions to prevent that 
development (see fig. 3). These service 
actions would be in the form of service 
bulletins that would require inspection, modi
fication, or both. The Faa will issue an ad 
to make these service bulletins mandatory.

To assist the industry in defining areas 
that might be susceptible to WFd, the Faa, 
with the assistance of operators and air
plane manufacturers, identified 16 generic 
structural areas susceptible to developing 
WFd (see “identifying WFdsusceptible 
structure” on this page). all of these areas 
are explained in the Faa advisory circular 
120104. This list is not meant to be inclu
sive of all structure that might be susceptible 

on any given airplane model, and it should 
only be used for general guidance.

coSt-beneFit oF SpeciFic SeRVice 
ActionS

While the establishment of the LoV will 
mandate the retirement of very old air
planes, the service bulletin actions to 
prevent WFd may present even more 
significant costs to the airline. Service 
bulletin actions include inspection, modifi
ca tion, or both and must be accomplished 
prior to utilization thresholds specified in  
the associated ad. 

Similar to the requirements of LoV, oper
ators may not operate airplanes that are 
past ad thresholds without complying with 
the admandated inspection and modifi
cation requirements. The service bulletin 
actions for boeing airplanes were devel
oped with the assistance of the Structures 
Task group (STg), which con sists of 
boeing, operators, and the Faa. The STg 
was asked to evaluate each proposed 
service bulletin action and ensure it was  
of value to the industry. 

Using this information, boeing has 
committed to make service bulletin actions 
available to the industry to enable operation 
up to the LoV (see fig. 4). Specific informa
tion about each of these bulletins may be 
found in the aging airplane Program Web 
site on the myboeingFleet.com products 
page under Structures Task group.

a similar approach will be used to 
develop the compliance data for group 2 
and group 3 airplanes.

ADDReSSing wFD AS An opeRAtoR

boeing will provide the Faa with updated 
airworthiness limitations containing the LoV 
for each airplane model in accordance with 
the compliance dates in figure 2. Following 
approval of the airworthiness limitations by 
the Faa, boeing will make them available  
to operators on myboeingFleet.com. oper
ators will need to acquire the documents 
(per 14 cFr 91.403) and update their main
te nance programs and have those programs 
approved by their Faa principal maintenance 
inspector by the dates specified in 14 cFr 
121.1115 or 129.115 (see fig. 2).

identifying WFdsusceptible structure 
The Faa with operators and manufacturers documented 16 examples of airplane structure susceptible to multiplesite damage (mSd) 
and/or multipleelement damage (med).

■■ Longitudinal Skin Joints, Frames, and Tear Straps (mSd/med)
■■ circumferential Joints and Stringers (mSd/med) 
■■ Lap Joints with milled, chemmilled, or bonded radius (mSd) 
■■ Fuselage Frames (med)
■■ Stringer to Frame attachments (med) 
■■ Shear clip end Fasteners on Shear Tied Fuselage Frames (mSd/med) 
■■ aft Pressure dome outer ring and dome Web Splices (mSd/med) 
■■ Skin Splice at aft Pressure bulkhead (mSd) (see fig. 3)
■■ abrupt changes in Web or Skin Thickness — Pressurized or Unpressurized Structure (mSd/med)
■■ Window Surround Structure (mSd/med) 
■■ overWing Fuselage attachments (med) 
■■ Latches and Hinges of nonplug doors (mSd/med) 
■■ Skin at runout of Large doubler (mSd) — Fuselage, Wing, or empennage 
■■ Wing or empennage chordwise Splices (mSd/med) 
■■ ribtoSkin attachments (mSd/med) 
■■ Typical Wing and empennage construction (mSd/med) 

This list is not meant to be inclusive of all structure that might be susceptible on any given airplane model, and it should only be used for general 
guidance. It should not be used to exclude any particular structure.
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Figure 3: example of structure susceptible to wFD
This skin splice at an aft pressure bulkhead is one area of airplane structure determined by the Faa to be susceptible to WFd.

1  Pressurized Fuselage Skin

2  Unpressurized Fuselage Skin

3  “y” Tee chord

4  aft Pressure bulkhead

2

3

1

4

Forward

Fatigue cracks

Figure 4: group 1 service bulletins required to preclude wFD
This table details the number of service bulletin actions for group 1 airplanes (certified prior to 14 cFr 25 amendment 45) that operators will be required to 
adopt in order to achieve the LoV.

model number of inspection bulletins number of modification bulletins
number of inspection and 

modification bulletins

727 2 0 0

737 5 3 2

747 5 3 7

dc8 1 2 0

dc9 2 1 0

dc10 1 0 1

md80 1 0 0`
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model minor model

LoV Airworthiness Limitation/
certification maintenance 
Requirement (AwL/cmR) 
Documentcycles Flight Hours

727 -100 Line no. 1–47 50,000 50,000 d6-8766-aWL

727 -100/-200 Line no. 48 + 85,000 95,000 d6-8766-aWL

737 -100/-200/-200 cargo Line no. 1–291 34,000 34,000 d6-38278-cmr

737 -200/-200 cargo/-300/-400/-500 
Line no. 292–2565

75,000 100,000 d6-38278-cmr

737 -300/-400/-500 Line no. 2566–3132 85,000 100,000 d6-38278-cmr

747 -100, -200, -300, Special Performance 35,000 135,000 d6-13747-cmr

747 Short range 35,000 135,000 d6-13747-cmr

747 -400 (Passenger and Freighter) 35,000 165,000 d621u400-9

747 -400 domestic 35,000 165,000 d621u400-9

dc-8 all 56,000 125,000 mdc 12K9006

dc-9 all 110,000 110,000 mdc 12K9007

md-80 all 110,000 150,000 mdc 12K9008

dc-10 all 60,000 160,000 mdc 12K1003

Figure 5: LoV for group 1 boeing airplane models

Figure 6: Anticipated LoV for group 2 and group 3 boeing airplane models
These anticipated values are based on preliminary engineering calculations and are subject to final revision before final submission to the Faa. These LOV 
values are substantially beyond the original design service objectives embodied in the design of the airplanes. These are anticipated values only and are 
subject to revision. This information was part of boeing multi-operator message 10-0783-01b, dated dec. 19, 2010.

model minor model

Anticipated LoV

cycles Flight Hours

next-generation 737 -600/-700/-700 cargo/-800/-900/ 
-900 extended range

100,000 125,000

757 all 75,000 150,000

767 -200/-300 75,000 150,000

767 -300 Freighter/-400 extended range 60,000 150,000

777 -200/-200 Long range/-300/ 
-300 extended range

60,000 160,000

777 Freighter 37,500 160,000

747 747-8 intercontinental/747-8 Freighter 35,000 165,000

787 all 66,000 200,000

md-10 all 60,000 160,000

md-11 all 40,000 150,000

md-90 all 110,000 150,000

717 all 110,000 110,000
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For example, boeing provided the 
compliance documents to the Faa on  
July 13, 2012, for the 727, 737100/200/ 
300/400/500, 747100/200/300, dc8, 
dc9, dc10, and md80. Subsequently, 
the Faa approved LoV values for boeing’s 
group 1 airplanes (see fig. 5). Updates  
to the airworthiness limitations are now 
available on myboeingFleet.com. operators 
of group 1 airplane models have until 
July 14, 2013, to integrate the LoV into 
their maintenance programs and develop  
a plan to stop operation of these airplanes 
when they reach the LoV. boeing has also 
developed anticipated LoVs for the group 
2 and group 3 airplanes (see fig. 6). 

in the near future, boeing will begin 
publishing the service bulletin actions 
required to preclude WFd for group 1 
airplanes. These boeing service bulletins 
will be identified by a statement in the 
background section of the bulletin. The  
Faa will mandate each of these bulletins  
in due course. if an airplane is above a 
specific threshold in the bulletin, boeing 
recom mends performing the service 
bulletin actions as instructed.

boeing SuppoRt oF AiRpLAneS 
beyonD LoV

boeing estimates that approximately 
25 group 1 airplanes will exceed their  
Faaapproved LoV by the initial operational 

compliance date of July 14, 2013. because 
the existence of WFd in the structure can
not be reliably detected by maintenance 
inspections beyond the LoV, boeing 
strongly recom mends that airplanes above 
their LoV be immediately and permanently 
removed from service. However, boeing will 
continue existing support policies for these 
airplanes up to the date when operators are 
required to comply with the operational rule. 

With the exception of certain military 
derivatives, including commercially certified 
airplanes in military service, boeing will not 
provide support to airplanes beyond LoV 
after the date when operational compliance 
is required. This includes operations within 
the United States under any operational 
rules (not limited to Federal aviation regula
tions Parts 121 and 129), as well as airplanes 
operated outside of Faa jurisdiction. This 
also includes the 707/720 model, which 
has an Faadefined LoV.

This policy will go into effect as of the 
respective operational rule compliance dates 
specified in 14 cFr 121.1115 or 129.115.

ReSouRceS FoR opeRAtoRS

boeing has several means to keep 
operators informed of the latest information 
concerning WFd rule compliance. When 
significant information becomes available, 
boeing will publish a multioperator mes
sage or a service letter. boeing also has 

recently introduced an aging airplane Pro
gram Web site on the myboeingFleet.com 
products page. This Web site is updated 
on a regular basis and contains links to the 
current versions of all service letters and 
multioperator messages, as well as Faa 
rules and advisory circulars. it also provides 
directions for obtaining doc uments required 
for operator compliance. 

information concerning upcoming STg 
meetings and boeing seminars on topics  
of general interest is also available on  
the Web site.

SummARy

concern about WFd increases as airplanes 
operate beyond their original design objec
tives. manufacturers, operators, and the 
Faa have worked together to address  
WFd by defining service bulletin actions 
necessary to preclude the onset of WFd up 
to the LoV specified in the airworthiness 
limitations. operators will need to comply 
with the LoV specified in the airworthiness 
limitations as early as July 2013 and to 
comply with future ads. 

For more information, please contact 
agingairplaneprograms@boeing.com. 

boeing strongly recommends that airplanes above their  
LoV be immediately and permanently removed from service. 
However, boeing will continue existing support policies for 
these airplanes up to the date when operators are required 
to comply with the operational rule.


